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   The elders' interviews from the Treaty 8 area, as 
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   Most elders agreed that education of some sort was 
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   As in the other treaty areas, the elders are not clear on, 
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         contrasted with the interviews from the other two areas,
         more varied viewpoints on education and medicare.  Out of a 
         total of sixty-nine elders interviewed, forty-two discussed t
         subjects to some degree, with a greater variety of opinion 

a          presented as to what was promised in the treaty, as well as 
         greater number of complaints regarding the implementation of 
         these promises. 
          
           
         promised to the Indians, although one elder, Leo Mitchell
         (Sturgeon Lake, 78) was not aware of this promise and Rosal
         Tourangau (Wabasca, 67) did not seem certain of it.  Anyone who
         mentioned costs for this education was of the opinion that the 
         Indians were promised they would receive it free, or as Irene 
         Twin (Sawridge, 68) expressed it, children "were to be taught 
         free."   
          
           
         or at least do not specify whether this promised education is 

          restricted to a certain kind.  Some mention that education "for
         children" was promised and Paul Gladue (Wabasca, 73) and 
         William Young (Wabasca, 87) both state that children were 
         educated or "attend school" until the age of sixteen.  It is 
         not clear whether these two elders considered this age 



         specification as a part of the treaty promises or simply as a 

   A few interviews contain statements which perhaps express 
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   There is some confusion expressed as to whether education 
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   As is the case in the other two treaty areas, what was 

         law that was added later, or whether it means that Indians 
         beyond this age are not entitled to "education."  One man, 
         William Beaver (Trout Lake, 41), expressed a desire for an 
         adult education program to get started. 
          
           
         what the elders feel is the purpose of education.  For example, 
         Scotty Willier (Driftpile, 67) says the Indians were promised 
         "an education like the white man" which would enable them to 
         "know the white man's way of living."  Some express this as 
         learning to read, or learning business or farming (Solomon 
         Beaver, Wabasca; Scotty Willier). In any case, the elders wh
         make any attempt at defining education in any way seem to link 
         it to a program of preparation for earning a living in a white 
         world.  In contrast to the Treaty 7 interviews, no elders 
         express a desire to have any say as to what is taught in the 
         schools.   
          
          
           
         was to be provided by the government or by churches.  For 
         example, Wally Willier (Wabasca) says that the Indians were 
         promised "schools in the years to come.  That is why we were 
         given a choice, either to take a Catholic priest or a 
         minister."  It seems from the number of elders mentioning 
         religious education that perhaps the Church played a greate
         role in providing educational services for a longer period of 
         time to the Treaty 8 people than was the case in the other two 
         areas.  Judging from the number of elders who said that they 
         never went to school, particularly in the Fort Chipewyan and 
         Fort MacKay regions, the government may have been very slow in
         providing the education that was promised. 
          

   On the question of whether the schools           
         were to be built close to the people, only one elder (Scotty 
         Willier, Driftpile, 67) says that local schools were part of 
         the promises made:  "When there are many children, schools wil
         be built in your reserves."  Other elders merely state that 
         children were sent to residential schools, some complaining 
         about having to do this.  For example, Solomon Beaver (Wabasc
         76) complains that educational facilities should "be available 
         here" since one of his two grandchildren who were sent out to 
         the city for higher education came back with a child.  
         Ironically, Felix Gibot (Fort Chipewyan, 80) mentions th
         people have had to move where the school is located and beca
         of this, have been unable to earn a living in the bush and have 
         lost their agricultural skills. 
          

   People do not complain abou           
         promises concerning education, but it may be that evidence f
         broken promises is found in the large number of people who 

          apparently were never provided an opportunity for schooling.
          
           
         promised in the way of medicare is expressed variously as 
         doctors, medicine, hospitals, medical aid, etc., with most 



         elders stating that these things were to be provided free of 
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   Two elders (Scotty Willier and Leo Mitchell, Sturgeon 

       education - this will all be given to you in your reserve," or 
 

 

nteresting facet of the elders' descriptions of 
omises made regarding medicare is that a few elders speak of 
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         charge to the Indian.  An additional promise which is mentioned 
         in two interviews (Samuel and Elsie Giroux, Driftpile; Scotty 

          Willier) and which was not mentioned in the interviews from the
         other two treaty areas is that old people would be cared for 
         and "looked after like a child."  Whether this care for the ol
         people includes anything besides taking care of their medical 
         needs is not made clear. 
          
           
         Lake, 80) specify that the medical facilities were promised to 
         be located close by.  "Medicine and doctors, hospital, 
            
          
          
  
         as Leo Mitchell phrases it, the Indians were promised medicines
         and a doctor "living close by."  Most elders do not mention 
         anything, however, about whether local facilities or personnel 
         were promised in the treaty.  There is one man, Paul Gladue 
         (Wabasca, 73), who claims that the Indians were promised they 
         would not have to pay travelling costs involved in going to a
         hospital and that they "were to have transportation when 
         needed." 
          
              One i
         pr
         promises about medicare as being more recent than promises 
         about education.  For example, Frank Eskasun (Wabasca, 80?) 
         says of these promises, "It was later on that this deal was 
         made."  Perhaps such opinions again reflect a tardiness on th
         part of the government in providing medical services, or at 
         least in making people aware of their existence. 
          

ned) about              Some other complaints (some previously mentio
         im
         people are not being cared for, difficulty in gaining 
         admittance to the Camsell Hospital (Julia Twin, Swan River), 
         inadequacy of medical facilities (Solomon Beaver), diff
         in obtaining money for travelling expenses to hospitals, and a
         feeling that "it is almost at a stage where a treaty would have
         to pay for his medicine," (Delphine Gladue, Wabasca).  In 
         general, it may be said that for the Treaty 8 elders, there is 

in          a feeling that treaty promises are being broken more often 
         the area of medical services than in education services. 
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